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About GSSS

Figure 10 – General Information On GSSS

• The about box presents general information on GSSS, 
including the software registration steps, as well as how to 
keep in touch with the developer as shown in Figure 10 on 
the right.

• Note: First time subscriber MUST sign up the 1 year 
subscription plan. Upon the maturity of the tenure, 
he may go for the half year or 1 year renewal plan. 
Half year package costs slightly higher.

• GSSS for Computer costs RM1,980 per annum.
• Web-Based GSSS costs RM1,800 per annum.

• Please refer to FAQ for more explanation and how a 
special consideration applies under specific 
condition.

Note: Apart from subscribing to GSSS, user may also 
choose to purchase individual stock analysis reports.
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A Brief History On The Birth Of GSSS
• As we all know, our stock investment return will be lucrative if we can buy a five-star stock at a price 

far below its intrinsic value, i.e. the stock MUST be considered “good quality” and the price MUST be 
“cheap” (possess margin of safety) relative to is valuation.

• Over the years, I have been searching for a powerful Bursa Malaysia stock analysis/screening software 
that satisfies both the criteria outlined above but to no avail. Although there are a handful of software 
applications in the market, they all lack both features pursued by me. Eventually after I took an early 
retirement and had more free time, I decided to develop such systematic stock analysis application 
myself, primarily for my own use.

• Hence, after months of relentless design and coding efforts, thus emerged the brainchild of my hard-
work: GSSS, which spans across the complete Computer, Mobile Device as well as Web platforms. 
Having these three variants, coupled with two investment books I authored, namely “ 简单投资致富” and 
“Investing Made Easy”, they all constitute towards the formation of a versatile ecosystem.

• The gist of GSSS is that it can be utilized to analyze all the Bursa Malaysia listed companies, assigns 
individual scores to them, and systematically identifies those that are of “good quality”. On top of that, 
GSSS is versatile to provide advice on whether the current price of a good quality is considered 
“cheap” to invest, after taking into account its intrinsic value.

• Successful and profitable stock investment relies on the combination of both selecting the right stock 
as well as buying at the right price. Thankfully, based on my own experience, GSSS undoubtedly 
achieves these two noble objectives as required.

• After painstaking efforts, I finally managed to access historical EOD (End Of Day) data for all stocks and 
import them into the database. I will upload the monthly accumulated daily transaction EOD data for 
registered users to download and automatically import into the database. With this, we gain a deeper 
understanding of the past stock price performance of each stock.
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Disclaimer Note

• All the historical financial data gathered by GSSS originate from various web sites, and are 
kept internally within GSSS’ database. The invaluable database serves as the foundation 
for GSSS to utilize them to perform advanced fundamental analysis as well as limited 
technical analysis. 

• While GSSS strives hard to preserve the accuracy of various computations, there is no 
guarantee that the underlying financial data are 100% accurate and up-to-date.

• User is therefore strongly advised to rely on GSSS as a primary tool for filtering out less 
than satisfactory stocks, before engaging on subsequent in-depth qualitative analysis on 
the selected few good stocks that remain.

• In a nutshell, any stocks that entitle for the “PASS” verdict by GSSS’s Data 
Analysis (First Phase) do not necessarily qualify for the “Buy” recommendation, 
as user is required to further inspect the various trend indicators covered in the 
Final Pass List (Second Phase) report like Overall Trend Score, Piotroski F-Score, 
Magic Formula, etc. to decide whether it is worthy of in-depth study. The 
developer of GSSS is not liable for any monetary losses incurred by the user for blindly 
following the recommendations made by GSSS in stock trading.

• Nonetheless, successful and profitable stock investment relies on the combination of both 
selecting the right stock as well as buying at the right price. Thankfully, based on my own 
experience, GSSS undoubtedly achieves these two noble objectives as required.
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Essential Web Links

• The official GSSS web site: http://gankokann.wixsite.com/gsss

• The repository of GSSS for Computer installers: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/2/folders/1lMJpYTgIZjgEfASjazxkVzfh-p7UDgdi

• Web-Based GSSS: http://gsss.some.com

• GSSS is hosted on YouTube. All the training video clips are stored in 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl0v47LH6v3G938j6Yc0KyA

• ' 简单投资致富 2021 年修订版 ' E-Book: 
• https://play.google.com/store/books/details/%E9%A2%9C%E5%9B%BD%E5%AE%89_%E7%AE

%80%E5%8D%95%E6%8A%95%E8%B5%84%E8%87%B4%E5%AF%8C?id=rJpfDwAAQBAJ

• ‘ 简单投资致富典藏版’ 硬封面实体书 : 
• http://gankokann.wixsite.com/book
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Why Is GSSS So Important?

Figure 2 – Companies Run By Suspected Malicious Management
Are Highlighted In Red As A Warning Sign

• Provision of intrinsic value estimations using 21 established 
models, thus greatly increasing the accuracy of the final 
estimated intrinsic value. Apart from that, its versatile 
machine learning with A. I. (Artificial Intelligence) capabilities 
further help subscribers to affirm if stocks are undervalued or 
overpriced. Anyway, if a stock was involved in bonus, 
issue rights issue, stock split or share consolidation in 
the current financial year, its intrinsic value may 
deviate slightly from the actual value. Please take note 
of such discrepancy.

• Compared with other similar software in the market, 
GSSS is the only one that offers comprehensive key 
fundamental analysis indicators, covering both the 
quantitative as well as qualitative analyses.

• Upon closer scrutiny, some widely perceived as good counters 
are not so in reality.

• Grouping of stock counters by industry / sector so that it is 
easier to spot the market leaders.

• Built-in versatile fraud detection. Mark counters identified as 
potential investment trap in red (illustrated in Figure 2) such 
that user will not fall prey to them.

• User is able to spot the performance trend of any stock 
counter easily as past financial data are readily available in 
the local database storage.

Figure 1 – Estimation Of Intrinsic Values Based On Various Models
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Differences Between Two GSSS Packages
Web-Based GSSS lacks two major features that are exclusive to GSSS for Computer 
subscribers:

• Instantaneous update of financial data at as soon as the statements are 
available on Bursa Malaysia site. Computer package subscribers get to view the 
latest intrinsic value presented in the Final Pass List report, without any delay. In 
contract, Web package subscribers will have to endure delay, waiting for the 
Computer package subscribers to upload the analyzed results when performing 
the Data Analysis task.

• Provision of historical price charts rendered with A. I. capability for all stocks.



GSSS For Computer

（ Runs On Microsoft Windows 10 And Above ）
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https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1

Note: If you are NOT familiar with handling computer software, please do NOT 
choose the Computer package.

If subscriber does not know how to install GSSS for Computer, I can help 
install and register it on your behalf by remote access via TeamViewer.

Please download it from https://www.teamviewer.com/en/download/windows/.

Installer Download Site:

https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1
https://www.teamviewer.com/en/download/windows/


Pre-requisites For Launching GSSS For Computer
• GSSS was developed using Microsoft C# programming language. It runs on Microsoft Windows operating 

systems such as Windows 10 and Windows 11, in both 32-bit and 64-bit environment.

• Microsoft .NET Framework 4.8 and Google Chrome v95 or later are required for successfully running 
GSSS.

• In addition, because GSSS needs to visit many websites to obtain data and then perform complex and 
highly intelligent calculations, many anti-virus software applications mistakenly think that GSSS 
contains a virus, thus prevent it from operating. Users must therefore exempt GSSS from anti-virus 
software to keep it running. Please install GSSS in your Virtual Machine environment if you can’t 
disable antivirus software on your host operating system.

• Since the analysis results are stored in PDF format, a PDF viewer is required for viewing the report.

• Whenever a new version of GSSS is available, the upgrade steps from the old version to the new version are 
very simple: Visit https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1 to download both the Full Release and Patch Release setup files. 

Note: For new GSSS user, please first install GSSS Full Release Setup v25.0.0.0, followed by any GSSS 
Patch Release Setup. GSSS automatically detects the presence of newer version. User no longer faces 
the risk of forgetting to upgrade to the newer release.
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Initial Set Up And Getting GSSS To Work For The Very First Time
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1. Install “GSSS Full Release Setup v25.0.0.0.exe”. 

2. Install GSSS Patch Release Setup, if exists. 

3. Register GSSS by selecting the “Subscribe GSSS” command from the 
“All Users” menu to send out your MAC Address. You will receive the 
license key via email which may be wrongly recognized as spam, 
which is NOT in actual fact. Please copy both “Authentication” and 
“LicenseKey.txt” to C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring System directory.

4. Once registered successfully, select “Option 1: Download EODs From 
Google Drive” from the “Registered Users” menu. The EOD download 
will take a while to complete. This is something that you MUST 
execute at the beginning of every month.

5. Now you are ready to rock N roll. Go to “C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring 
System\StockList and open WatchList1.ini.

6. Copy the 4 line information of a stock like TGUAN to another stock 
category like Portfolio.ini. Save the new changes in Portfolio.ini.

7. Now from within GSSS, you need to first click “Upload To & Download 
Annual Reports From Cloud (Run Once)”. Only do it once per month.

8. Next, select Portfolio and then click on the “Data Analysis” button to 
start the analysis job. Once completed, the content of a PDF file will 
be displayed.

9. Continue by executing “Final Pass List” to create another report.
Note: When running GSSS, you MUST ensure that all PDFs created by it 
are not opened for viewing.



Insight Into The Directory Structure Of GSSS For Computer
• Once the installation of GSSS completes, all files will 

reside in C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring System. They include:
 HowToRegisterGSSS.txt – Explains the steps 

involved in registering/subscribing GSSS.
 LicenseKey.txt and Authentication – Detects the 

validity of user subscription.
 Database (.db) files for storing the financial data.
 Repository for various generated PDF reports like 

Data Analysis, Final Pass List, Standard Queries.

• In addition, it also contains some important subdirectories:
 DailyChart – Storage of various historical charts.
 EOD – Storage of historical closing price database.
 Logs – Records all user activities. Can find out the 

name of the last updated stock from here.
 ShareholderList – Names of prominent individual as 

well as institutional fund to search for their 
appearances among the stocks.

 StockList – Different types of stock lists. This is 
where user often configures the stocks he wants to 
monitor. All he needs to do is just copy the stock 
record from WatchList1.ini to another stock list like 
Sector.ini and then perform Data Analysis on 
Sector.ini. 11



Main GSSS For Computer View

Figure 3 – Main Display of GSSS

• GSSS requires Internet access to remotely download essential 
financial data from various web sites, perform automated data 
crunching and presenting the results in PDF files.

• When GSSS runs, its main screen shows up as illustrated in Figure 3.

• The top panel consists of 5 large push buttons, namely
 Stock Manager
 Shareholding
 KLSE Calculator
 Settings
 About GSSS

• Underneath the top panel, we have
 Selection of Active Stock Category
 Display of Analysis Results
 8 Command Buttons
 1 Use Cloud Computing checkbox
 1 Help Button 

• The Application Log resides at the bottom panel.

• GSSS has three menus, “All Users”, “Registered Users” and “Admin 
Tool”. “Registered User” provides closing price (EOD) data for 
registered users to import into GSSS. The accumulated EOD data are 
uploaded once a month. Registered user can also perform database 
backup as well as restore leveraging the Cloud storage technology. 12



The Amazing “Use Cloud Computing” Option!
• GSSS is constantly evolving to leverage on the new technology for greater 

efficiency and better productivity. Apart from the adoption of AI in 
determining whether the price of a stock is sound, GSSS currently utilizes 
Cloud Computing to speed up the Data Analysis task.

• I only subscribed to the annual web hosting plan provided by somee to 
host the Web-Based GSSS. I wrote the entire Cloud Computing code myself, 
as it is an agent within the Web-Based GSSS that routinely handles 
financial data download and analysis. The analyzed data are all stored in 
database files on somee. Whenever a subscriber accesses GSSS for 
Computer, he simply downloads these processed database files from 
somee site, without the need for lengthy processing which is deemed 
redundant. Apart from paying for web hosting fee, no additional cost is 
incurred as I wrote the software code all by myself.

• Before the introduction of Cloud Computing, it used to take about 
10 hours to completely analyse all the 930+ listed stock counters. 
With the advent of Cloud Computing, the entire process of 
producing Data Analysis report only takes 30 minutes to complete, 
inclusive of the time spent on downloading database files from 
Cloud.

• The “Use Cloud Computing” feature is handy when you wish to 
analyze a few hundred stocks which takes several hours to 
complete. If you only wish to analyze not many stocks, it is 
advisable to leave the “Use Cloud Computing” checkbox 
unchecked.

• Nevertheless, if user prefers the conventional slow process of downloading 
raw data from various websites and then analyses them one by one, all he 
needs to do is just leave the “Use Cloud Computing” checkbox unchecked.
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GSSS Menu Commands At A Glance
• These commands appear in the “All Users” menu:

 Simple way to subscribe to GSSS for Computer.
 The website address of online GSSS.
 The download link of GSSS installers for both the 

Computer and Mobile platforms.
 The official GSSS website.
 Contact the developer of GSSS by email.
 The Google Play link to “ 简单投资致富” E-Book which 

always stores the latest updated content.
 The Google Play link to “Investing Made Easy” E-Book 

(English version of “ 简单投资致富” ) which always stores 
the latest updated content.

 The Google Play link to “ 如何明智理财” E-Book which 
always stores the latest updated content. There is NO plan 
to publish this book via the conventional printing process 
since it is extremely tiring.

 The Google Play link to “ 丰盈的人生规划与为人处事哲理” E-
Book which always stores the latest updated content. 
There is NO plan to publish this book via the conventional 
printing process since it is extremely tiring.

• Under the “Registered Users” menu, you will find these 
commands:
 The website address of online GSSS.
 Specify whether to skip creating specific Final Pass List 

Report.
 Query the date when the EOD was last updated.
 Monthly EOD download link accessible by the registered 

users.
 Commands to import the EODs into the database.
 Database back up and restoration commands via Cloud 

storage.
 The download link of GSSS installers for both the 

Computer and Mobile platforms.
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Stock Category Explained
• These are the supported stock categories:

 New Results – GSSS downloads stocks which have recently 
released either quarterly results or annual report and are 
more recent than the what is stored in the database. 
Created by GSSS, no user intervention required.

 My Favourite – List of stocks user monitors. The list is maintained 
by user.

 Portfolio – Stocks in user’s portfolio. The list is maintained by user.
 Dividend – Steady dividend stock list. The list is maintained by 

user.
 High Growth – High growth stock list. The list is maintained by 

user.
 WatchList 1 – A complete listing of all stocks listed on 

Bursa Malaysia. Created by GSSS, no user intervention 
required.

 Top Favourite – A consolidated list of favourite stocks 
picked by all GSSS subscribers. Created by GSSS, no user 
intervention required.

 Top Ranking – A list of top ranked stocks. Created by GSSS, 
no user intervention required.

 High Rating – Captures stocks with high user rating. 
Created by GSSS, no user intervention required.

 Outdated Data – Stocks that have not been updated 
recently. Created by GSSS, no user intervention required.

 Invalid Data – Stocks with invalid data such as intrinsic 
value = 0, PE = -999 etc. Created by GSSS, no user 
intervention required.

 High Q Score – Stocks with high Company Quality Score. 
Created by GSSS, no user intervention required.

 Note: if you often leave your computer running 
whole day, you should perform Data Analysis 
on ‘Outdated Data’.
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Stock Manager

Figure 4 – Stock List Configuration File

• Clicking on the Stock Manager button will bring out the 
Notepad editor for editing a list of stocks intended for analysis.

• Every configuration of each individual stock counter must 
conform to the following strict rules:
 Every section begins with the stock symbol and is 

enclosed with [ and ].
 The value of StockCode must be unique and correct.
 The value of DoesBusinessEnjoyEconomicMoat must be 

either TRUE or FALSE.
 The value of EnableLinearRegression must be 

either TRUE or FALSE. When set to FALSE, GSSS will 
skip engaging A. I. to plot the linear regression 
chart on historical stock prices.

 The value of Remark is for user to add in any personal 
comment associated with the stock.

 Note: WatchList1.ini comes with a complete set of listed 
companies’ code and symbol. User only needs to edit 
the value of DoesBusinessEnjoyEconomicMoat.

 Outdated and Invalid stock lists are generated 
internally. Outdated refers to stocks that were updated 
beyond the Minimum Outdated Day Limit setting, 
whereas Invalid refers to stocks that either have a PE 
ratio of -999.9 or 0 and therefore require Data Analysis 
operation.
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Prominent Shareholding

Figure 5 – Prominent Shareholders Configuration File

• Clicking on the shareholding button will bring out the Notepad editor for editing a list of substantial 
shareholders, both individual investors and funds that we are interested to know which stock counters they 
heavily invest in.

• We can greatly enhance our investment success by either following these successful masters’ footsteps or 
avoiding stocks that these notorious shareholders own.

• Every line in Shareholder.txt denotes the name of the shareholder we would like to track his shareholding.

• Based on my in-depth analysis, I discovered that there are many successful yet very low profile investors in 
Malaysia （ at least 20 low profile multi-millionaires ） . With GSSS, they can no longer shun the limelight .
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Standard Database Queries

Figure 6 – Standard Database Queries And Results

• Clicking on the “Standard Queries” button 
automatically execute 58 standard database queries 
that list down top 48 counters fulfilling each criteria, 
sorted in specific order.

• If we want to search for specific stock counter, we 
only need to enter its stock code or symbol and then 
click the “Standard Queries” button.
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Good Stock And Custom Database Queries

• Clicking on the “Good Stock And Custom Queries” button 
brings out a dialog box that displays user customized 
search criteria.

• For Custom Query, user can perform either search:
• Good and Undervalued Stock Query
• Stock Code / Symbol – Search for specific stock.
• User Defined Criteria – Search for stocks fulfilling user 

defined criteria.
• Query By Industry
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KLSE Calculator

Figure 6 – Handy KLSE Calculator

• As shown in Figure 6, KLSE Calculator provides 
useful features to compute:

 Potential Investment Return Using The Kelly 
Criterion

 Stock Purchase/Disposal Cost
 Stock Transaction Profit/Loss
 Compound Interest
 Dividend Yield
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GSSS For Computer’s System Settings
• All the criteria set forth in GSSS are fully 

configurable and the they are editable in the 
System Settings editor.

• GSSS settings are divided into 4 groups:
 System – Allow user to specify the PDF 

output file directory.
 Criteria – User can customize data analysis 

criteria which will alter the overall analysis 
results.

 Score – Different weightage score can be 
assigned to each criterion, based on user’s 
personal preference.

 Calculator – Handy calculator for computing 
dividend yield, stock trade amount incurred 
etc.

 Take note of the importance of the ‘Annual 
Reports From Bursa MarketPlace’ settings, 
especially the use of ‘Take Command’ to 
download all annual reports.

 If any of the settings in the Score or 
Criteria section is modified, user must 
perform Data Analysis again for the new 
changes to take effect.

 It is important to note that the analysis 
results may vary among users, as 
everyone is free to customize various 
system settings to suit his preference.
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Manually Download Annual Reports From Bursa MarketPlace (1 of 2)

• Since early December 2021, GSSS no longer has 
access to several portals that previously provided 
free financial data. It took me quite a big effort to 
address this urgent issue, and the solution is to use 
the free annual reports provided by Bursa 
MarketPlace at https://www.bursamarketplace.com.

As soon as GSSS starts up, user needs
to click “Step 1: Upload To & Download
Annual Reports From Cloud (Once A 
Day)” before running Data Analysis. 
This is required once per day.

• Prior to performing Data Analysis on each 
stock, user has to manually download 3 Excel 
formatted annual reports and store them in C:\
Gan’s Stock Scoring System\
LocalBursaMarketPlace directory if GSSS 
detects that they are missing. Data Analysis 
cannot proceed if the reports are missing or 
incomplete.

• In addition, you MUST store the hyperlinks 
(URL) of these 3 files in the Gsheets below:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12iXgYW0AFDy
-8cpCx0L6NkKT8OMNC6SDiQWEhq2FXPY/edit#gid=0

• To do so, a user login account is required by Bursa 
MarketPlace.
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Manually Download Annual Reports From Bursa MarketPlace (2 of 2)

• To facilitate the download, classic view is preferred.

• Prior to performing Data Analysis on each stock, 
user has to manually download 3 Excel formatted 
annual reports and store them in C:\Gan’s Stock 
Scoring System\LocalBursaMarketPlace directory 
if GSSS detects that they are missing. Data 
Analysis cannot proceed if the reports are missing 
or incomplete.

• Say you want to analyze “CIMB”, just click on the 
search lens icon and enter “CIMB”. As soon as its 
data shows up, click the Financials tab to 
download all 3 Excel files. They MUST be stored in 
C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring System\
LocalBursaMarketPlace directory within GSSS.

• Note: You must leave the default file name 
unchanged.
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Some Useful Tips On Important GSSS For Computer System Settings

• The System Settings section is divided into three subgroups, namely:
 Configuration

 Force Stock Update From The Internet – When set to “False”, GSSS will skip data download from the 
Internet if the last update was performed within the past 5 days.

 Reverse The Order Of Stocks To Be Analyzed – When set to “True”, the data download will 
begin from the back of the stock list. This is useful if you have a long stock list.

 EOD
 GSSS Last Updated Date For Individual Stocks – Whenever EOD on individual stocks has completed with 

success, the latest EOD date is stored here. Registered user needs to perform EOD update every month.
 GSSS Last Updated Date For KLCI – Whenever EOD on KLCI has completed with success, the latest EOD 

date is stored here. Registered user needs to perform EOD update every month.
 System

 Apply The Strict Mode In Creating The Final Pass List – When set to “True”, any counter that’s fail the 
good stock criteria (like Honest Management, DY > 2.5%, Overall Score > 40, etc.) will not appear in the 
Final Pass List report.

 Group The Stock Counter Display By Industry – When set to “False”, all the stock counters will be lumped 
together in the same table for display.

 Rebuild Shareholding Database – When set to “True”, the existing shareholding database is deleted first 
before rebuild. For your information, By default, GSSS NEVER deletes any shareholding data it gathers. 
So even if a prominent shareholder disposes all his shares recently, his name will still appear unless user 
specifically set this setting to “True”.

 PDF Report
 Configure PDF Report’s Paper Size For Printing – The print out appears much better if A3 is selected.

• Below are the important settings from the Criteria Settings section:
 Keywords That Define Cyclical Sectors and Keywords That Define Sectors To Ignore Net Cash Holding And Debt 

– Each keyword MUST be separated by “@”
24



Useful Tips For Routine Financial Data Updates
• The records of all listed companies are stored in WatchList1. User is 

NOT ALLOWED to remove any existing stock records from 
WatchList1, except for altering the value of 
“DoesBusinessEnjoyEconomicMoat”.

• By default, the “Use Cloud Computing” checkbox is checked which 
means the bulk of Data Analysis computation is carried out in Cloud. 
Clicking on the Data Analysis button will download the recently 
processed database files from Cloud. Thereby greatly speeds up the 
generation of Data Analysis report.

• Since the main objective of GSSS is to disqualify bad stocks, user 
should copy a small number of good stocks to Favourite or Portfolio, 
to greatly speed up the Data Analysis process, whenever the “Use 
Cloud Computing” checkbox is unchecked, which downloads the 
financial data directly from the relevant websites. The financial data 
update of these good stocks can be carried out several times in a 
month, especially during the releases of quarterly results.

• Beginning in version 9.1.2, GSSS comes with a very useful feature 
called “New Results”. This feature detects all recently released 
quarter results as well as annual reports. GSSS will download the 
update the financial data of those recently released results. By 
regularly selecting this “New Results” feature, user no longer needs 
to choose WatchList1 to perform Data Analysis.

• Next, user should conduct Final Pass List (Second Phase) operation. 

Note: Newly listed companies (less than 1 year ago) should be skipped 
as they do not have the financial data, failing which GSSS may display 
error message.
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How To Improve The Efficiency Of Final Pass List

• Since the introduction of linear regression computation 
on individual stock, it takes much longer time 
(approximately 10 hours) to generate all the 5 different 
Final Pass List reports. To ease the burden, user can 
now choose to skip specific Final Pass List report. Such 
option is provided in the Registered Users menu.

• In addition, a new EnableLinearRegression 
setting has been added to the stock category .ini 
file. By default, its value is defined as ‘TRUE’ if 
the setting is missing.

• For any stock (especially the inferior one) that we 
do not wish to plot the linear regression chart, 
we should set the EnableLinearRegression flag to 
‘FALSE’ to speed up the creation of Final Pass List 
report.
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Highlighting The Best Stocks

• User is encouraged to make use of Best.txt to differentiate the 
displayed of their favourite stocks from others.

• In order to add a new stock entry into Best.txt, just enter its stock 
symbol in the file, as illustrated below.
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How To Discern The Colour Coding Of Stock Display

• In displaying the stock code and symbol, GSSS resorts to the use of the follow colour schemes:

• Black background with yellow italic test like BPPLAS – Last two consecutive quarters or 
financial years show earnings growth, belongs to the Best Stock category.

• Black background with white italic test like JOHOTIN – Last two consecutive quarters or 
financial years show earnings growth, ordinary stock.

• Violet background with yellow text like SLP – No consecutive growth in the last two quarters and 
financial years, belongs to the Best Stock category.

• White background with light blue text like NOTION – No consecutive growth in the last two 
quarters and financial years, ordinary stock.

• Red background with black text like DATAPRP – Company with potential accounting fraud, 
dishonest management or high occurrences of negative FCF, MUST avoid such stock 
counter.

• Apart from that, an * prior to stock code and symbol indicates the presence of prominent shareholder.
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The Overall Trend Score Presented In The Final Pass List
• Once the Data Analysis functionality has been executed, user is advised to execute 

the Final Pass List functionality to view the trends of various historical data.

• Just like the Data Analysis feature, the Final Pass List feature also relies on a 
scoring system to discern if a stock is outstanding, the higher the better.

• According to the default value of Minimum Acceptable Overall Trend Score setting, 
any trend score above 5 is deemed pass. User is free to alter the default setting 
value.
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Using The Magic Formula Invented By Joel Greenblatt 

• Joel Greenblatt is a renowned fund manager and author of several bestseller books 。 He invented a 
famous Magic Formula and used it in selecting top-quality stocks to invest. The outcome was truly 
amazing in that his fund managed to beat the market performance by a wide margin.

• The Magic Formula calculates the average between ROIC and EY (Earnings Yield). The higher the 
percentage, the better the stock is.
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Understanding The Importance Of Piotroski F-Score

• Piotroski F-Score is an indicator created by a US accounting 
professor, Joseph Piotroski, to identify a company's financial 
resilience so that investors know whether the company can 
survive all kinds of business challenges.

• Piotroski F-Score's total score ranges between 0 and 9. The 
higher the score, the stronger the company's financial position.

• If a company has a score of only 1 or 2, which means the 
company may face operational problems, we should avoid it. 
Conversely, a company with 8 or 9 points is a quality company 
worthy of our attention.

• Note: When using GSSS, we should pay attention to the 
following three key points:

• The Score calculated by Data Analysis (First Phase) .
• The trends shown in the Final Pass List (Second Phase).
• Piotroski F-Score displayed in the Final Pass List 

(Finally reflecting the company's financial position) .
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Warren Buffett’s Stock Selection Rule

• The score derived from Warren Buffett’s Stock Selection Rule ranges between 0 and 10.

• The higher the score is, the better is its quality.

• A score of at least 5 signifies it has passed the yardstick.
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Cold Eye’s Ultimate Stock Selection Rules

• In his latest stock investment book released in 2020m Cold Eye ( 冷眼 ) shared out his ultimate 
stock selection rules which are divided into the GDP and PRC categories.

• GDP refers to wealth creation while PRC refers to wealth preservation. For any stock to pass the 
yardstick, it must score at least 50 marks in each of the category.
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Jim Slater’s Zulu Investing Principles

• GSSS adapted the original Zulu Investing Principles proposed by Jim Slater in his best selling 
books to suit our local investment environment.

• Possible score ranges between 0 and 8 inclusive. The higher the score is, the better is a stock’s 
superiority.

• A score of at least 5 signifies it has passed the yardstick.
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Accounting Fraud Detection And Risk Assessment

• The famous quote by Warren Buffett 
which says, "Rule No. 1: Never lose 
money. Rule No. 2: Never forget rule No. 
1.“ stresses the importance of vigilant 
when it comes to stock investment.

• Once we iron out all these potential 
pitfalls that lead to investment failures, 
we stand to make profit from the 
market.

• The new Potential Accounting Fraud as 
well as Risk Assessment features serve 
to assist users in eschewing investment 
losses.

• The Beneish M-Score value of above 0 
indicates high likelihood of accounting 
fraud.

• On top of that, the Balance Sheet 
Accrual Ratio or Cash Flow Accrual Ratio 
with a value beyond the range of 
between -20% to 25% raises suspicion 
on the authenticity of the financial 
figures.
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Judging The Superiority Of A Stock

• After considering all the four previously stated 
yardsticks which include Data Analysis’ Overall 
Score, Final Pass List’s Overall Trend Score, Magic 
Formula and also Piotroski F-Score, we come to the 
MOST important yardstick, which is the Company 
Quality Score.

• The Company Quality Score is the MOST 
effective gauge that, at a glance will 
immediately enlighten us whether a stock is 
considered to be of 5-star rated or not. 

• By default, any stock that scores 65% or above is 
considered to be of top quality. A score of 30% or 
below signifies a bad stock.
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The Ultimate Investment Gauge: Mind Map Flow Chart

• Leveraging from various indicators, I devised this Mind Map Flow Chart to assist 
user in making stock purchase decision.

• The Mind Map Flow Chart summarizes all essential indicators and present them 
in pictorial form, grouped into 10 different levels.

• The higher the level, the better is the stock in term of its quality and pricing.

• For safety sake, only stock reaching either Level 9 or Level 10 is considered 
worth buying.
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Definitions Of Common Indicators 
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Brief Introduction To Indicators For Fundamental Analysis (1)

Indicator Explanation

ROE (Return On 
Equity)

Used to measure management's operational capabilities. For example, ROE=15% means that the RM100 invested 
by the company will bring a return of RM15.

PE (Price to 
Earnings)

Used to estimate how long it will take to “earn back” the money we invested. For example, PE=10 means that the 
company needs to accumulate earnings per share for the next 10 years to “return” our money.

DY (Dividend 
Yield)

The dividend per share divided by the stock price is used to compare with the bank's fixed deposit rate, 
preferably twice of that.

PEG (PE Growth) The price-earnings ratio is divided by the profit growth rate. Even if a high-quality company has a high PE, as 
long as its PEG is less than 1, it means the stock is reasonable priced, because people are willing to buy stocks 
of high-quality companies at high prices.

D/E (Debt to 
Equity)

It refers to the ratio of total debt to owner's equity at the end of the reporting period, which reflects the long-term 
solvency of the company. The ideal D/E ratio should be lower than 0.5.

Net Gearing Ratio Reflects the extent to which the company relies on debt financing. The ideal data is less than 2.

SG&A Expense Refers to expenses related to administrative activities such as rentals and salaries, but does not include the cost 
of producing products.

Current Ratio The current assets of a company are divided by current liabilities to measure whether the company is able to 
repay its short-term debt in the short term. The ratio is preferably higher than 2.

Operating Cash 
Flow

The cash flow generated in the operation of the enterprise can best reflect the true sustainable operation ability 
and future development prospects of the enterprise.

Capex (Capital 
Expenditure)

Refers to the fees paid for obtaining fixed assets or extending the durability of fixed assets.

Free Cash Flow Refers to the freely available cash flow, which is the balance after deducting capex from operating cash flow.39



Brief Introduction To Indicators For Fundamental Analysis (2)

Indicator Explanation

Debt Ratio Total debt divided by total assets. Ideally, the figure should be less than 50%.

ROIC (Return On Invested 
Capital)

Measures how well the invested capital has been utilized in generating net income, should be 
greater than 10%.

Net Profit Margin After deducting all the overheads, how much the derived net profit weighs in regard to the revenue.

Revenue Growth When compared to previous fiscal year, how much the revenue has changed. It measures how 
resilient a company in maintaining growth.

Earnings Growth Like revenue growth, this indicator gauges the strength of a company ingrowing its business.

SG&A/Revenue The ratio between SG&A and revenue. Should be less than 30%

Price/FCF Share price divided by free cash flow, should be less than 7.

Debt/Net Profit Total debt divided by net profit, should be less than 3.

Capex/OCF The weightage of capex with respect to net operating cash flow, should be less than 30%.

FCF/Revenue How much free cash flow take up in comparison to the revenue, should be more than 5%.

OCF/Net Profit The ratio of net operating cash flow to net profit, should be more than 1.5.

Cash Yield or CY The ratio of free cash flow to the share price. It should be at least twice the annual fixed deposit 
interest rate.

ROA (Return On Assets) An indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its total assets.
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GSSS’ Splash Screen
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GSSS For Computer In Action

Figure 11 – GSSS In Action

• Internet access is a pre-requisite for running GSSS. Once the Internet 
access is available, user needs to first select the appropriate stock 
category for performing data analysis. After that, user needs to click 
“Step 1: Upload To & Download Annual Reports From Cloud (Run 
Once)”. This is done once per day.

• Next, user has to click on the “Data Analysis” button to initiate the data 
analysis process. Along the way, the progress is displayed in the form of 
scrolling application logs and updated progress bar. As soon as a stock 
counter has been analyzed, its result summary is added to the Analysis 
Results list view display. Once the data analysis has completed, the 
associated PDF file is automatically opened for viewing.

• It is then advisable to click on the “Final Pass List” button to further screen 
the analysis results, by limiting the output to just good stocks. A separate 
PDF file is created.

• User can also click on the “Shareholders” button to identify which stock 
counters specific shareholders hold, so that we may consider follow their 
footsteps.

• Since all data are stored in the database, users can click on the “Standard 
Queries” button to execute predefined queries. Apart from that, the 
“Custom Queries” button is clicked if user wishes to customize the queries, 
such as the stocks with margin of safety, companies that generate positive 
free cash flow, and so on.

• User can always click     to abort any running task at any time.

• Once the reports in PDF format have been created, user may 
transfer them to mobile phone for easy access wherever he is at 
anytime.

Note: Newly listed companies (less than 1 year ago) should be skipped as they do 
not have the financial data, failing which GSSS may display error message.
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Deciphering The Hidden Messages Embedded In GSSS Reports
• For each stock counter, GSSS creates two separate reports:

• Data Analysis Report (First Phase)
• Final Pass List Report (Second Phase)

• The Data Analysis report presents a snapshot of a stock’s current 
business performance. In this report, we should pay attention to the 
overall score achieved. In general, a higher score indicates 
better quality stock. Nevertheless, there exists an 
exception to this rule, in that some mismanaged companies 
resort to fraudulent accounting practices to deceive fellow 
investors, by intentionally beautifying the financial figures 
to look impressive. As such, these stocks will earn high 
overall scores, which we must take extra precaution!

• Fortunately, with the existence of the Final Pass List report 
which displays various historical charts, we can gain 
insights into each stock’s past financial data, and 
extrapolate it into its future trend. In this crucial report, 
even if a company declares positive earnings year after 
year, but if most of its past OCFs (operating cash flow) are 
negative or in diminishing mode, we can roughly tell it is a 
candidate for potential landmine stock, hence should avoid 
such stock at all cost. For stocks not from the Finance 
sector, the Altman Z-Score also reveals if a company faces 
bankruptcy risk. An Altman Z-Score of < 1.8 indicates high 
tendency of mismanaged company.

• In addition to that, the Potential Accounting Fraud data 
presented in the Final Pass List further confirms the 
presence of accounting irregularities.

• For example, LONBISC has been reporting net profit every year. On 
the surface, it looks quite good and has successfully passed the first 
phase. However, in the Final Pass List report, we can see that the 
OCFs and FCFs are often negative, although LONBISC announces 
making money every year (positive EPS). Also, since 2015, no 
dividends have been paid, and all the ROE, ROA and ROIC figures 
are very unsatisfactory.
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The Application Execution Flow Chart When “Use Cloud Computing” Is Unchecked

Start

Execute “Data Analysis” to download the 
financial data from the Internet for First 

Phase analysis

Once we get hold of the latest financial 
data, execute “Final Pass List” for a more 

accurate Second Phase analysis

Having passed both phases, user can now execute 
either “Shareholders”, “Standard Queries” or 
“Custom Queries” for subsequent analysis

End

At any point in time, user can click
the    button to abort the active task.
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Start

Download the latest updated analysis 
results from Cloud. Then execute “Final 
Pass List” for Second Phase analysis

Having passed both phases, user can now execute 
either “Shareholders”, “Standard Queries” or 
“Custom Queries” for subsequent analysis

End

At any point in time, user can click
the    button to abort the active task.
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Flow Chart Of Actions Needed After Changing Either “Criteria” Or “Score” Settings

Start

Amend any of the settings in “Criteria” or 
“Score” and save them so that GSSS can 

pick up the new changes

Must set OfflineAccess = “False” so that we can 
execute “Data Analysis” to download the financial 

data from the Internet for First Phase analysis

Once we get hold of the latest financial data, 
execute “Final Pass List” for a more accurate 

Second Phase analysis

End

At any point in time, user can click
the    button to abort the active task.
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Leveraging On GSSS To Discern Quality Stock And Whether It Is Undervalued

GSSS supports two models, with preference switches between superiority and valuation respectively.

Note: A stock is deemed worth buying if it reaches either Level 9 or 10. 47



Utilize GSSS For Computer To Detect The Market Trend Ahead Of Others

• Whenever registered user hits the KLCI     button, GSSS will produce a KLCI market trend 
report, using data as early as in 1977.

• One of the charts first converts the daily closing index to Natural Log and then uses Linear 
Regression to display a long-term straight line (as shown below). There is another chart 
showing the 6-monyth lagging relationship between GDP and KLCI.

• Whenever the index deviates too far from the straight line, it means the bull 
market if it is at the extreme peak. Otherwise it is the bear market when it is at 
the extreme trough.

• By applying this method to the past bull and bear markets, we can how accurate it is in 
detecting the market trend!
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Leveraging on Cloud Technology To Back Up And Restore Personalized Stock Database (.db) 

• In GSSS, what matters most is the personalized stock database that 
stores historical financial data as well as the values of various 
indicators.

• To alleviate the stress of subscriber as a result of loss data, GSSS 
utilizes the Cloud Technology to back up the database. In the event 
that the user has to get a new computer, he can restore the 
previously backed-up personalized stock database with ease. These 
files will be restored in the “DB_RESTORED_FROM_CLOUD” 
directory. How convenient!

• Note: There is no potential security breach issue since the 
personalized stock database for each user is stored in a separate 
individual folder on Cloud.

备份个人股票分析资料库
(Backup Personalized

Stock db)

复原个人股票分析资料库
(Restore Personalized

Stock db)
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Sample ‘Data Analysis’ PDF Output File
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Sample ‘Final Pass List’ PDF Output File (1 of 4)
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Sample ‘Final Pass List’ PDF Output File (2 of 4)
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Sample ‘Final Pass List’ PDF Output File (3 of 4)
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Sample ‘Final Pass List’ PDF Output File (4 of 4)
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Sample ‘Shareholding List’ PDF Output File
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Steps Involved In Activating the Annual GSSS For Computer Subscription

• Once you select the “Subscribe GSSS” command from the “All Users” menu, you will come across the handy dialogs that 
let you enter the Subscription Code as well as email your personal particulars to Mr. Gan Kok Ann.

• Once Mr. Gan Kok Ann receives your email, he will initiate GSSS to send out an email to you. This email contains 2 
attachment files, namely ‘Authentication’ and ‘LicenseKey.txt’. You need to copy them to C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring 
System folder, overwriting the existing copy. That’s it!
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Routine Tasks Every Subscriber Must Execute On 5th Of Each Month

Both the tasks listed below must be performed 
on 5th of each month:

• Download the latest annual reports (refer to 
page 57)

• Monthly EOD Update (refer to page 58 or 59)
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Monthly Download Of The Latest Annual Reports

Page 21 and 22 describe manual download of annual reports. 
Luckily GSSS also supports automated download:

1 ） Advanced Mode Option 1 – highly recommended. The 
downside is the download takes about 1 hour to complete.

2 ） Step1: Download The Latest Annual Reports From GSSS 
Cloud (Monthly) – although can complete the task rather fast, the 
reports may be outdated since they originate from other users 
who performed ‘Advanced Mode Option 1‘ previously 。
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Monthly EOD Update Routine Option 1: Download Latest EODs from Google Drive

• Subscriber needs to execute “Synchronize WatchList1.ini” to 
update the latest stock records, as there may be occasional 
new listings or the change of stock symbol.

• At the beginning of every month, I will upload the daily 
closing prices EOD （ End Of Day ） to a designated Google 
Drive link. For any subscriber who does NOT want to 
manually perform the EOD import of KLCI and individual 
stocks, he can go for option 1 which is “Download EODs 
From Google Drive”.

• GSSS is intelligent to detect if the EODs stored locally are 
more recent than the ones from Google Drive. If so, it will skip 
the update.

• The beauty of going for option 1 over option 2 is that 
subscriber is alleviated from the burden of having to manually 
import all the EODs which takes a while to complete.

Note: You only need to execute either Option 1 or 2, but not both.
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Monthly EOD Update Routine Option 2: Manual EOD Import Routine

• Subscriber needs to execute “Synchronize WatchList1.ini” to 
update the latest stock records, as there may be occasional new 
listings or the change of stock symbol.

• At the beginning of every month, I will upload the daily closing 
prices EOD （ End Of Day ） to a designated Google Drive link. 
Subscriber of GSSS is required to choose the Registered Users-
>Monthly EOD Download Link menu item to download two monthly 
files ， namely MonthlyKLCI_*.EOD and MonthlyStocks_*.EOD. 
Their names end with the full year and month in numeric format, 
like 201907.

• Once they have been downloaded, user selects the Import KLCI 
and Import Individual Stocks commands to import the EODs into 
GSSS’ database 。 If user download the monthly EOD files for 
several months in one go, user MUST import them in the correct 
chronological order. For instance, let’s say the EOD of 201907, 
201908 and 201909 are downloaded in a go. Then the EOD import 
must begin with 201907, followed by 201908 and finally 201909.

• Note: By executing “Check Last EOD Updated Date”, subscriber 
gets to know the latest EOD date on his computer, so that he can 
figure out whether to download the EOD for a specific month.

Note: You only need to execute either Option 1 or 2, but not both.
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Advanced Feature: Automated Download & Upload Of All Annual Reports 

• I must convey a big thank you to several GSSS subscribers who have been very kind to contribute their 
expertise in enhancing the overall efficiency of GSSS, which ultimately led to the birth of a Python tool 
“bursa_stocklist.exe” that automates the below tasks:

1) Creation of WatchList1.ini from scratch.
2) Creation of BursaMktPlc_Stock_List.xlsx which contains all stocks and their annual report 

download links.
3) Automatic download of all annual reports from Bursa Market Place website.

• Once the above mentioned tasks are completed, GSSS will upload the associated files to Cloud.

• Note: “bursa_stocklist.exe” should reside in C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring System directory.

• If you wish to exclude certain stocks from being downloaded, please add their stock symbols to 
exclusion.lst which is located in C:\Gan’s Stock Scoring System directory.
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Web-Based GSSS
（ Accessible Via Web Browsers ）
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http://gsss.somee.com

Please avoid using Apple Safari browser to access web-based GSSS as it has 
inherent compatibility issue displaying stock charts. If the display of web-

based GSSS interface is untidy, then please use Opera Mini to surf or set the 
Google DNS IP (https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns)

The address of web-based GSSS must begin with http, not https

http://gsss.some.com/
https://developers.google.com/speed/public-dns


Use Google DNS To Fix The Web-Based GSSS Display Issue
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Background Information On Web-Based GSSS 

• The use of Internet is prevalent in the present 
day. For the sake of promoting GSSS to a wider 
audience, I formulated a plan to develop a web 
version of GSSS which supports both English as 
well as Chinese language. After months of hard 
work, my effort finally paid off!

• In term of feature set, web-based GSSS resides 
in between the full-blown GSSS for Computer 
and the limited GSSS for Mobile. Its unique 
strength lies in the fact that no additional software 
installation is required at all. All it takes is just a 
web browser to access the GSSS Web Edition.

• The portal of web-based GSSS is 
http://gsss.somee.com

Note: Owing to the restrictions imposed by the 
web hosting site somee, the GSSS Web Edition 
site can only be accessed using the “http” and 
NOT “https” protocol.
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Web-Based GSSS In Action

• To access GSSS, from any computer or mobile 
device, launch any web browser to surf 
http://gsss.somee.com.

• Once the Main GSSS Page appears, user can 
select any of the menu items presented in the 
menu:

• The bottom corner indicates if GSSS is busy 
with background data download and analysis: 
“Busy” means it is currently tied up with such 
operations; “Idle” means it is not doing 
anything at the moment.
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System Settings

• User is free to amend the threshold values of various settings so that the indicators of a stock will be 
highlighted in the corresponding colour, either red (bad fundamental) or green (good fundamental). 
This is very handy because user will be able to tell if the stock’s fundamental is good at a glance. In 
general, stocks with solid fundamental exhibit more green colours than red. The opposite 
also applies here.

• Stock Alert Email Notification is a very useful feature. Once activated, user receives two email 
messages from GSSS daily, which list down any stocks fulfilling the user specified 
conditions.
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Execute ‘Find Stock’ 
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Execute ‘Standard Queries’
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Execute ‘Custom Query’
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Execute ‘Prestigious And Undervalued Stock Query’
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Execute ‘Stock Arbitrage Query’
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• This is one of the most important features offered by GSSS.

• For anyone mastering the art of arbitrage, he shall reap abundant 
wealth in his lifetime.



Useful Call Warrant Calculator
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An Avenue For Encouraging Subscriber Interactions
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• Since I am a firm believer of 
“Sharing is Knowing”, the web-
based GSSS was therefore 
designed to support mutual 
interactions among subscribers. 

• With such online platform, everyone 
gets to benefit from the valuable 
candid opinion of others.

• These are the areas where 
subscribers share their views:

1. Qualitative study with SWOT 
analysis checklist

2. Favourite stocks
3. Stock rating and comments
4. Determine if growth capex 

boost revenue and eps
5. Special and notorious 

shareholders



Various Extremely Useful Calculators
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Manual Update Of Annual Report Data
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• If a portion of the annual 
result is wrong or missing, 
subscribers are required to 
access the annual report 
stored in Bursa Malaysia 
website and manually enter 
them.

• For safety sake, such data 
entry and verification effort 
involves the contribution of 
two people and must be 
approved by Mr. Gan Kok 
Ann before they replace the 
existing data.



Stock Details (1 of 13)
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• Mind Map Flow Chart assists 
user in summing up whether a 
stock is indeed good and safe 
to invest.

• Only stocks attaining either 
Level 9 or Level 10 are deemed 
eligible for investment.

• Instead of focusing on “buy 
good stock”, we should pay 
more attention to “buy at 
good price”. “buy good 
stock” refers to purchasing 
a prestigious stock derived 
from a growth or high 
dividend stock, which is 
equivalent to level 8 of the 
mind map. “buy at good 
price” means buy below the 
intrinsic value, that is 
either level 9 or 10.



Stock Details (2 of 13)
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• To allow for offline reading, user can execute the “Export To HTML” command which will save the report in 
the local storage.

• Besides, user can also create a PDF formatted analysis report which captures all stocks in his favourite list.



Stock Details (3 of 13)
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Stock Details (4 of 13)
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• You may use your mouse (if accessed from Computer) or fingers (if accessed from mobile 
device) to zoom in or out of charts.



Stock Details (5 of 13)
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Stock Details (6 of 13)
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Stock Details (7 of 13)
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Stock Details (8 of 13)
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Stock Details (9 of 13)
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• The “Forum” tab serves to let all 
subscribers share their opinion 
and assign individual ratings. 
The value of rating ranges from 
0 to 10, in which 0 is ignored. 
Higher rating value implies a 
favourable general consensus 
towards the stock.

• The “P&C Notes” section is for 
subscribers to keep their 
personal notes which are solely 
for their own purview. The built-
in security measures prevent 
other subscribers from peeping 
into personal notes not of their 
own.



Stock Details (10 of 13) : Historical Stock Price Chart
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Note: The A. I. Linear Regression chart on the left is only 
made available to subscribers of GSSS For Computer. 
This extremely powerful feature is hidden from 
subscribers who opted for the Web-Based GSSS 
subscription package.



Stock Details (11 of 13) : Market Capitalization
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Stock Details (12 of 13) : Qualitative Study With SWOT Analysis
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• A profitable investment relies on both the 
quantitative as well as qualitative analysis.

• GSSS is so powerful in that it gathers 
feedback from all subscribers who participate 
in carrying out SWOT analysis.

• Data crunching is then carried out on the 
feedback to arrive at appropriate conclusion 
which is considered to be objective.

• Note: User response of “Not Sure / No Idea” 
is ignored in the calcuylation of the SWOT 
score.



Stock Details (13 of 13): Warrants And Issuance Of New Shares
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• Beware of the exercise price of any soon to expire structured call warrant, because the 
issuer will try very hard to push the mother price below the exercise value in order not to 
compensate the warrant holder.



Manual Confirmation Of Whether Growth Capex Boosts RPS and EPS (Please Act)
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• Apart from CAGR, we can also rely on 
manual inspection by human eyes to 
ascertain if growth capex leads to an increase 
in both the revenue per share (RPS) as well 
as EPS.

• For the “Capex” tab display of any stock 
which contains the message “(Please 
inspect)”, GSSS requires the help from 
subscribers to open the tab and assess if the 
growth capex boosts both the RPS and EPS.

• Since this is a very important criterion, please 
help to update your findings on all stock 
counters. 

• Note: You may wonder why GSSS is unable 
to automatically make such a conclusion. The 
reason lies in the fact that it may take some 
years before the effect of growth capex is 
finally reflected on both the RPS and EPS.



Information Of Company Warrants And Structured Warrants
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• Although I do NOT speculate in warrants, GSSS still provides such useful information, mainly because 
the price of the mother share may be intentionally pressed down to go below the exercise price 
of an expiring call warrant by the warrant issuer.



Recent Stock Dealings By Special and Notorious Shareholders
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Prominent Shareholder Search
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• The “Find Shareholder” page comes with three 
buttons:

 Edit Special Shareholder List - User
 Edit Notorious Shareholder List
 Shareholder Background



Historical KLCI Composite Index
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• GSSS converts the historical KLCI data into natural log scale to get the linear regression line, as they are 
closely related. With that, its accuracy in portraying past market meltdowns and euphoria is simply stunning!



Samples Of Stock Alert Email Notification Messages 
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Steps Involved In Activating the Web-Based GSSS Subscription

• The “How to Register” page explains the subscription procedure.
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Subscription Package Computer Package
(Free Web and Mobile Phone Packages)

Web Package

Yearly Package RM1,980 RM1,800

Half Yearly Package RM1080 RM950

Note: Apart from subscribing to GSSS, user may also choose to purchase individual stock analysis reports.



GSSS For Mobile Phone

（ Runs On Android ）

Discontinued ， No Longer Updated ！
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https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1

https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1


Smart Design Behind GSSS For Mobile Phone

• “Resource Sharing” and “Cloud Computing” are the hot trends 
in recent years. In order not to lag behind the fads, GSSS has 
finally evolved, owing to several netizens requesting for a 
mobile version of GSSS. It extended from the original computer 
version to support the mobile phone platform.

• After many months of relentless learning process and 
painstaking hard work, I am happy to announce the 
accomplishment to this tough challenge! (At the expense of the 
death of numerous brain cells      ).
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Chronological Order of Installations for Getting GSSS for Mobile to Work Seamlessly

• In order to get GSSS for Mobile to work without any 
hiccups, user is advised to carry out the following tasks in 
their right order:

1. Download and install GSSS_Mobile.apk from the link 
provided in the official GSSS website (follow the 
steps in slide 43) https://gankokann.wixsite.com/gsss
.

2. After install GSSS for Mobile, run it ONCE just 
to view the main screen and then quit the app. 
This will create the 
/storage/emulated/Android/data/com.gan.GSSS_Mobil
e directory required by OneSync.

3. Install OneSync from Google Play. Follow the steps 
outlined in slides 44-46 to configure the 
synchronization of database files used by 
GSSS_Mobile.

4. Run GSSS for Mobile.

Note: The above steps MUST be followed whenever 
          GSSS_Mobile is reinstalled.
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Installation of GSSS for Mobile App (GSSS_Mobile.apk)

• The installer of GSSS for Mobile (GSSS_Mobile.apk) is 
downloadable directly from https://bit.ly/2VYlEa1 or via the 
official GSSS website https://gankokann.wixsite.com/gsss.

• By default, Android prevents users from downloading and 
installing applications from locations other than Google Play. 
Therefore, user must enable the ”Unknown 
sources” setting on his mobile device before 
attempting to install GSSS for Mobile. The setting for 
this may be found under Settings -> Security, as 
shown on the right.

• Once you begin installing GSSS for Mobile on 
your Android device, you will come across the 
“Blocked by Play Protect” warning message. Just 
click “Install Anyway” to proceed with the 
installation.
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Installation Of OneSync That Works Alongside GSSS For Mobile (1 of 3)

Choose “Let me create my own folder pair”.
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OneDrive’s Sign In Email: gankagsss@outlook.com
Please Contact 019-6122623 to get OneDrive’s Sign In Password
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Installation Of OneSync That Works Alongside GSSS For Mobile (2 of 3)
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Installation Of OneSync That Works Alongside GSSS For Mobile (3 of 3)
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GSSS For Mobile In Action

• Internet access is a pre-requisite for running 
GSSS for Mobile if user wishes to download the 
latest processed data from the Cloud. To do so, 
user MUST first launch OneSync to download the 
latest database containing all the analysis 
results from the Cloud.

• Once the latest database is downloaded, the 
Internet access is no longer required. User can 
now execute GSSS for Mobile offline to view the 
processed data locally.

• It is important to note that GSSS displays a 
splash screen which lasts about 25 seconds 
during loading as it is busy populating the 
content of the database into memory.

• Once the Main GSSS Page appears, user can select any 
of the 9 menu items presented in the menu:

 Pick A Standard Query to Run
 Find Stock by Code/Symbol
 Settings of Fundamental Indicators
 Limitations of Trial Usage
 How to Subscribe GSSS for Mobile
 Send GSSS for Mobile Subscription Email
 More Resources
 Main GSSS Page
 About GSSS for Mobile
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Executing Standard As Well As Custom Queries (1 of 2)
• There are 2 types of queries provided by GSSS for 

Mobile, namely:

 Standard Query – A total of 49 standard queries 
are made available.

 Find Stocks by Stock Code/Symbol – User enters 
either a partial stock code or stock symbol. GSSS 
for Mobile will return the results of stocks 
matching the search criteria.
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Executing Standard As Well As Custom Queries (2 of 2)

• The “Settings of Fundamental Indicators” 
page is provided for user to configure the 
thresholds which are used for rendering the 
indicators with appropriate colours.

• As a general rule of thumb, green colour 
implies good while red colour means bad.

• On the “Stock Details” page, if we observe 
that a stock is presented with many red 
spots, then we should avoid such stock. On 
the contrary, a good stock has many green 
spots.
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Limitations of Evaluation Copy
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Steps Involved in Activating the Annual GSSS For Mobile Phone Subscription

• If user is satisfied with the features provided by 
GSSS for Mobile and would like to go for annual 
subscription, user is advised to first read through 
the information stated in “How to Subscribe GSSS 
for Mobile”. Once done, he needs to take the 
following actions:

 Remit the correct amount of money into Mr. 
Gan Kok Ann’s Maybank account. State your 
name in the online transaction or keep the 
receipt as evidence.

 Send an email to gankokann@gmail.com. You can 
either do it yourself or within GSSS for Mobile app 
by filling in your particulars.

Note: GSSS for Mobile requires the unique MAC 
      Address of your mobile device as part of 
      the subscription process.
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Note: Apart from subscribing to GSSS, 
user may also choose to purchase 
individual stock analysis reports.
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Additional Resources
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Common Topic
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Important Facts That New Or Returning Subscribers Must Take Note Of
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• Due to popular demand, GSSS now offers the following renewal packages to all existing 
subscribers:

 Whole year renewal plan, from Jan 1st all the way to Dec 31st, or from July 1st to the 
following year’s June 30th.

 First half renewal plan, from Jan 1st to June 30th.

 Second half renewal plan, from July 1st to Dec 31st.

Note: The above renewal plans are out of reach for brand new subscribers.

• All existing subscribers can choose to suspend the renewal upon mature date. However, as a 
gesture of fairness to loyal supporters, GSSS will treat future returning subscribers as brand 
new users, as if they are the first time subscribers (must subscribe to the 1 year plan).

• The following restrictions apply on those who are deemed as brand new users:

 Unable to access the historical messages posted in the Telegram group prior to joining 
it.

 Unable to read the historical stock comments and ratings posted prior to the date of first 
subscribing GSSS. This implies potential deviation from the actual fact.



Take Advantage On The Reward Point System To Enjoy Up To 10% Discount
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• As a gesture to reward loyal subscribers who actively participates in providing 
feedback, GSSS puts in placed a reward point system that offers up to 10% 
discount on next year’s annual subscription. That means the annual fee 
reduces from RM1980 to RM1782 (for computer subscriber), and from RM1800 
down to RM1620 (for web subscriber). Note: Those who choose the half year 
subscription package cannot enjoy such offer.

• Subscriber is required to analyze at least 60 stocks (GSSS system will 
determine the total points earned, ignoring same stocks) that achieve at least 
level 5 of mind map (based on the factory settings), covering all 4 analysis 
types in order to enjoy the 10% rebate. Below is the list of 4 analysis types ：
 Add new shareholder name or update industry/sector
 SWOT analysis
 Impact of capex on both the revenue and eps
 Stock rating (must enter rating score) and comment

• If the number of stocks analyzed is less than 60 but more than 30, eligible 
subscriber enjoys 5% off the annual subscription fees.

• No subscription discount is granted if none of the conditions is met.

• Since this is a win-win offer, I sincerely hope all subscribers take the initiative 
to contribute feedback to enjoy the special discount.



GSSS Database Tool  (Part 1 of 2)
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• This essential tool is restricted to subscribers, and a valid email address has to be entered to activate it.

• If your local storage is outdated, please click the Database Download button to retrieve the latest data,

• GSSS Database Tool provides a means for altering the following information ：
 Prominent shareholders – user can add or remove existing shareholder. If an annual report is 

provided, this tool is smart to extract all shareholder names from the annual report.
 Industry and sector a stock belongs to.

 Once complete, click the Upload To Cloud button to share the new information with other subscribers.



GSSS for Computer

Cloud
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GSSS Database Tool

Subscriber then 
uploads updated 

database

GSSS for Computer
subscriber automatically
downloads the updated

database

GSSS Database Tool  (Part 2 of 2)

Note: GSSS Database Tool is accessible to all GSSS subscribers, covering 
both the web and computer platform users. That means even for someone 
who subscribes to web-based GSSS, he is encouraged to utilize the GSSS 
Database Tool.

Note: Apart from the standalone GSSS Database Tool which runs on Microsoft 
Windows, subscriber can also perform the same tasks within the web-based 
GSSS, without the need to install this tool at all.

Subscriber first 
downloads 
database

Web-Based GSSS



How GSSS Generates An Objective Stock Rating And Stock Ranking 
List?

GSSS for Computer

Cloud
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Web-Based GSSS

Subscriber enters
stock rating 

and comments

Web-Based GSSS works out the 
average rating, top favourite stocks among all subscribers as well as the 

overall stock ranking list

GSSS for Computer
subscriber downloads

the objective data

• The core strength of GSSS lies in its capability in offering an effective avenue for subscribers to 
participate in stock rating, in which the user input data is stored in the Cloud.

• GSSS also monitors the top favourite stocks picked by all subscribers.

• In addition, the web-based GSSS automatically computes the overall stock ranking on a daily basis, 
leveraging from the 37 important indicators.

• Apart from feeding to the web user, the same data is also automatically downloaded to his computer 
(provided he subscribes to GSSS for Computer), to be displayed in the Final Pass List report.



How GSSS Helps Us “Buy Undervalued Top Quality Stock” 
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• I have been abiding by the "Buy Undervalued Top Quality Stock" investing approach. Even though there is no guarantee of 
100% success rate, somehow past financial results do extrapolate into a reliable future forecast. 

• Between both "Undervalued" and "Top Quality“ conditions, I always begin my exploration with "Top Quality". First and 
foremost, I make sure that Company Quality Score > 60%, and all the four historical PE, P/NTA, PSR as well as 
EV/EBITDA charts are rendered with light green background. Next, the values of both +ve FCF Ratio and +ve EPS Ratio 
must be high (the perfect ratio is 1.0). 

• For the computer version, the sum of green colour in the Final Pass List report must outnumber the sum of red colour. The 
same trick also applies to the mobile version and web-based GSSS. Most certainly, I do not neglect Dividend Payment 
Years, Overall Trend Score as well as Piotroski F-Score. The higher the values, the better they are.

• Once a stock fulfills the “Top Quality” criterion, my next step is to ensure that it is “Undervalued”. I will compare its current 
price with the calculated intrinsic value, preferably having a comfortable margin of safety. Apart from that, I will inspect the 
Linear Regression chart on its historical price (plotted with A. I. computation), to further affirm its cheapness.

• I will then compare its Market Capitalisation with Shareholders’ Equity, check on its Takeover Price and Graham’s 
Maximum Price. Last but not least, I will compare the figures of its EV/EBITDA, PE, ROE, DY, D/E, etc. with other 
competitors from the same industry.

• Only after both “Undervalued” and “Top Quality” criteria have been fully matched, I will then consider owing this stock. The 
advent of Mind Map Flow Chart greatly simplifies such quest.

• Note: Do NOT simply rush in to buy a stock just because it fulfills both the “Undervalued” and “Top Quality” 
criteria. Even after passing the quantitative analysis, we need to ensure that it passes the qualitative analysis 
before deciding to buy.



Crucial Indicators Within GSSS That Are Used By Mr. Gan Kok Ann In Stock Picking
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• Note: These rules merely serve as references, they may not suit everyone.

1) First and foremost, I would ensure that the stock must reach at least level 8 in the Mind Map Flow 
Chart, failing which it will be rejected immediately.

2) Next, Company Quality Score > 63% and it must pass the peer comparison matrix. Moreover, both 
the +ve EPS Count Ratio and +ve FCF Count Ratio must fulfill my stipulated requirements.

3) If all the above criteria are met, I will then inspect the following trend charts by naked eyes:

 Retained Earnings trend chart (whether exhibits significant downtrend)
 Net Income trend chart (whether exhibits significant downtrend)
 Debt / Equity trend chart (whether on uptrend mode, and stays high all the time)
 OCF and FCF trends
 Do RPS and EPS increase over time?
 Consistent and uninterruptible decent Dividend payout history
 Does Growth Capex boost both RPS and EPS?
 Cash On Hand and Net Cash trends
 Does Total Debt increase in the long run?

4) Are the CAGRs of RPS and EPS acceptable? Is the stock’s position within the top 15% ranking?

5) In the prominent shareholder list, does it include the name of any special shareholder? If any 
notorious shareholder appears in the list, I will normally disqualify the stock without any hesitation.

6) If the average rating is below 4.5, the stock will be ditched.



Feature Comparisons Among The Three Variants Of GSSS 

Functionality Computer Web Phone

Subscriber can access various historical trend charts

Subscriber selects “Shareholders” to pinpoint stocks owned by prominent shareholders   

Subscriber uses “Standard Queries” to access more than 50 rank listings of stock indicators   

Subscriber uses “Custom Queries” to retrieve analysis results for individual stock   

The ability to update the historical KLCI EOD data to create bullish-bearish trend chart   

Access to the latest processed GSSS analysis data   

Provision of user interaction in the form of stock rating and discussion board to share 
opinion

Latest analyzed financial data and indicators are stored on user’s device and belong to the 
user (Unlike Computer which accesses the instantaneous data, the data used by Web and 
Phone are uploaded once per month)

Display of the comprehensive analysis data in its entirety, not just limited to the summary

The use of A. I. in plotting Linear Regression chart to ascertain if a stock is undervalued or 
overvalued

117Note: Apart from subscribing to GSSS, user may also choose to purchase individual stock analysis reports.



Architectural Design Of GSSS
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Financial Data on
World Wide Web

GSSS for Computer

Download

Upload of processed
summary data

GSSS for Mobile Phone

Download of 
the latest dataCloud

(Raw Financial Data)
(Summary Data)

(Comprehensive Processed Data) (Summary Data)

Download

Upload of processed
summary data

Remote access of
the latest data

Web-Based GSSS



Additional Privileges Exclusive To Valid GSSS Subscribers
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• Note: Since “To err is human”, subscribers are 
strongly advised to adopt independent thinking, 
and not blindly accept statements made by anyone 
including Mr. Gan Kok Ann.

• All valid subscribers of GSSS stand to enjoy the following complementary 
privileges, with no additional charges involved:

 Privilege to join the GSSS stock discussion groups hosted on 
Telegram and Facebook. New subscriber will receive the invitation 
links from me. I will ban non active subscribers from accessing 
the Telegram and Facebook groups on 1st Jan and 1st July by 
revoking their access rights.

 Valid subscriber must provide Gmail address and Facebook ID 
in order to watch all the videos hosted on Google Drive. If user 
stops subscribing to GSSS, he will be banned from watching 
the videos.

 Valid subscribers of GSSS get to view the video recordings 
hosted in a closed group with regards to his views on the 
market as well as specific stocks. Constructive discussion is 
always encouraged as it brings mutual benefits to all parties 
involved.

 Apart from that, Mr. Gan Kok Ann will attend to questions raised by 
valid subscribers and the consultation is provided at no extra costs.



How To Purchase Individual Stock Analysis Report
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Frequently Asked Questions 1 （ FAQ ）
• How much does the annual subscription of GSSS cost?

Note: To be fair to new user who wishes to initiate subscription but there are only less than 4 months left in current year, a 
special consideration is granted provided the user wishes to subscribe till the end of the next calendar year (meaning more 
than a year’s subscription. Otherwise, any other request will not be entertained).
For instance, say User wishes to start using GSSS for Computer in early October of 2020, the pro-rated subscription fee until 2021 
December 31st = (15/12 * RM1980) = RM2,475 for 15 months usage period.

• If I do not wish to subscribe GSSS, can I have the option to purchase individual stock analysis report?
 Due to popular demand, you can now purchase detailed stock analysis report which costs RM200 per stock.

• Being a subscriber of GSSS for 2019, what is the implication if I stop subscribing GSSS in 2020?
 In this example, you can still run GSSS although it will not download the financial data for 2020 and beyond. That means its 

analysis results will be outdated.

• How can we tell if a stock is deemed top-rated?
 First and foremost, the stock must score a passing mark in the first phase (Data Analysis). Nevertheless, passing the first 

level alone is inadequate as some companies can beautify financial data by means of creative accounting. As such, we 
MUST review the chart trends in the Final Pass List report. Five-star stocks usually exhibit long-term rising revenue and net 
profit trends. At the same time, their FCF, DY, ROE and ROA are all good, while keeping D/E well within the acceptable 
threshold.

• After successfully picking a five-start stock, how do we know when to buy it?
 Even if we have found a top-quality stock, it does not necessarily mean we can make a profit, especially when our purchase 

price is much higher than its intrinsic value. Therefore, to mitigate the risk, we must ensure that the stock we buy comes 
with a comfortable Margin Of Safety.

Subscription Package Computer Package
(Free Web and Mobile Phone Packages)

Web Package

Yearly Package RM1,980 RM1,800

Half Yearly Package RM1080 RM950
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Frequently Asked Questions 2 （ FAQ ）
• Since the web-based GSSS is so convenient and cheaper, is there a need for me to subscribe to GSSS for Computer?

 Undoubtedly, GSSS Web Edition provides subscribers with a fast and convenient channel to intercept financial data and 
indicators of individual stocks at anytime, anywhere. Nonetheless, the online version is not comprehensive enough (see 
the Feature Comparison Table on page 77 for details), and its data is somewhat outdated (I upload the latest data about 
twice a month), unlike the Computer version which retrieves the get first-hand information via Data Analysis.

• Being a GSSS for Computer subscriber, how often should I execute the Data Analysis and Final Pass List commands?
 In fact, in order to ensure that the database stored in the cloud is up-to-date, I hope that all subscribers of GSSS for 

Computer will be able to run the computer version often (perhaps two or three times a month) so that the latest database 
can be automatically uploaded to the Cloud after the Final Pass List report is created. 

 Since executing Data Analysis on ‘Watchlist1’ takes quite a long time, there is a better way to save up precious time. User 
can opt to run Data Analysis on ‘New Results’, about twice a week on a regular basis. By doing so, the database always 
stays up to date, and there is no longer a need to run Data Analysis on ‘WatchList1’ anymore. Periodically, user can select 
‘WatchList1’ in Offline mode to run Final Pass List to generate a complete report on all stocks.

 Through the cooperation of all of you, users of GSSS Web and Mobile Editions will benefit greatly as they can get first-hand 
updated financial data.

• Am I allowed to switch my annual subscription among the three mobile, web and computer variants?
 Of course you are permitted to switch your annual subscription from one platform to the other by paying the difference in 

the amount involved. For instance, say you are currently subscribed to the online web version of GSSS. When it comes to a 
new calendar year, you would like to switch to the computer platform, all you need to do is just remit RM1,980 to activate 
your computer subscription.

• What should I do if Data Analysis report is produced but not the Final Pass List report?
 When this problem occurs, it means your local database is corrupted. Please remove all files that end with the .db 

extension residing in C:\Gan's Stock Scoring System and then rerun your Data Analysis again.

• Will the annual subscription fee of GSSS increase in future?
 Absolutely NOT, the existing subscription fee will stay unchanged forever. My main source of income comes from stock 

investment, not from selling GSSS software. 122



Frequently Asked Questions 3 （ FAQ ）
• Why can’t I sign up for the half year plan for the first time subscription?

 Since it takes a lot of effort to create a new user account, I will rather NOT entertain anyone who wants to go 
for half year subscription. However, regular GSSS subscribers can choose to renew subscription on a half 
year basis upon tenure maturity, albeit at the expense of NOT qualifying for the reward point incentives.

• What will I lose if I stop renewing GSSS for a while, and then reinitiating my subscription months or years later?
 First of all, Mr. Gan Kok Ann updates the active subscriber list twice a year, on Jan 1st and July 1st 

respectively. Anyone who stops renewing the subscription will be barred from accessing these private 
Telegram and Facebook groups with immediate effect.

 Say a user who once stopped the subscription decides to rejoin the GSSS family. He stands to lose BIG time 
due to the following reasons:

 He loses access to all the historical messages during his absence from the Telegram group.
 He loses access to all the historical stock comments since he is allowed to only read new comments 

after his date of rejoin.
 He has to sign up for the 1 year subscription once again, since he is treated as a brand new subscriber.

• Since there are so many indicators, how do I know which ones are more important?
 As a rule of thumb, any indicator that displays the zoom lens           alongside is considered to be very 

important.

• Why must my subscription expire on either 30th June or 31st December?
 To eliminate unnecessary hassle, GSSS only supports two expiry dates, namely 30th June and 31st 

December. For first time subscriber who starts on say 1th September, his annual subscription will expire on 
30th June the following year and he has to pay for the whole year. Nonetheless, to be fair to him, he can 
choose to extend his subscription all the way to 31st December the following year, by paying according to 
the equation (annual fee x 16 / 12) since there are 16 months in total. 123



The End

Thank You
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